ANA Releases New Edition of *Teaching IOM: Implications of the Institute of Medicine Reports for Nursing Education* and Companion Student Guide: *Learning IOM*

SILVER SPRING, MD – The American Nurses Association (ANA) announces the release of its third edition of the popular *Teaching IOM: Implications of the Institute of Medicine Reports for Nursing Education*.

This updated and expanded edition includes new analysis of the IOM’s *Future of Nursing report* and nine other new IOM reports, and summarizes the content, recommendations, clinical implications, and relevance to nursing of all 39 IOM reports. It offers instructors an even more extensive array of teaching/learning strategies for integrating the IOM material into the nursing curriculum.

The new edition of *Teaching IOM* can be paired with its new companion student guide, *Learning IOM: Implications of the Institute of Medicine Reports for Nursing Education*. This book is an adaptation of the text found in *Learning IOM*, and is targeted to upper-level undergraduate and graduate students and nurse practitioners who are pursuing continuing education and other professional development.

*Teaching IOM* and *Learning IOM* help nurse educators and students:

- Analyze the nine new IOM reports published since the second edition, including *The Future of Nursing*.
- Understand and develop strategies to implement the body of the 39 IOM reports.
- Organize the reports by IOM’s five educational competencies.
- Understand connections between the IOM reports, ANA’s nursing standards, and the *Code of Ethics for Nurses*.
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- Develop high-quality curriculum for IOM report study using Teaching IOM’s downloadable manual of learning modules and lesson plans. These come complete with new instructional material; an annotated list of Internet resources, readings, and resources; quizzes; and exam questions.

Press copies for media contacts are available upon request by contacting Francine Bennett at francine.bennett@ana.org.

For more information or to order, go to www.teachingIOMlearningIOM.com or www.nursesbooks.org, or call (800) 637-0323. Both books are also available as eBooks. To order eBooks go to http://www.nursesbooks.org/Main-Menu/eBooks.aspx.

ABOUT TEACHING IOM
Author/Editor: Anita Finkelman, MSN, RN and Carole Kenner, DNS, RNC, FAAN
Published: 07/12
Page #: 310
Print ISBN: 9781558104549
Member Price: $59.95
List Price: $74.95

ABOUT LEARNING IOM
Author/Editor: Anita Finkelman, MSN, RN and Carole Kenner, DNS, RNC, FAAN
Published: 07/12
Page #: 250
Print ISBN: 9781558104624
Student Price: $59.95
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ANA is the only full-service professional organization representing the interests of the nation's 3.1 million registered nurses through its constituent and state nurses associations and its organizational affiliates. ANA advances the nursing profession by fostering high standards of nursing practice, promoting the rights of nurses in the workplace, projecting a positive and realistic view of nursing, and by lobbying the Congress and regulatory agencies on health care issues affecting nurses and the public.